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Abstract 

The ever-increasing demand for high data rates and high connection densities in the 
vehicle communication network, along with the widespread adoption of radio access 
over the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) standard, has been a major driver 
for the research on cellular vehicle-to-everything (C-V2X) communication. Neverthe-
less, Wi-Fi and other wireless communication technology work on the 5.9 GHz unli-
censed band has also undergone booming proliferation over the years. C-V2X users 
dedicated band on the 5.9 GHz spectrum may thus suffer from both co-channel and 
adjacent channel interference, which cannot be negligible, especially in urban sce-
narios. To this end, 3GPP has standardized relay technology in New Radio (NR) V2X 
sidelink to extend the transmission range under interference. In this paper, through 
a link-level and system-level simulation study, we evaluate the sidelink performance 
in relaying scenarios under different interference. Motivated by the recent success of 
deep learning, a novel neural network is further introduced as a unified benchmark for 
interference mitigation evaluation. Numerical results show that there exist challenges 
in the real-time optimization of transmission scheme selection and power allocation in 
relay-assisted cases. The simulation also reveals that the interference incurred by NR on 
unlicensed spectrum (NR-U) signals and other sidelink signals is intractable to be sup-
pressed, which may bring potential challenges in future works.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, due to the rapid growth of autonomous driving and networked vehicle 
holdings, vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication has been envisioned as one 
of the compelling technology for providing wireless connectivity to support the data 
exchange among vehicles and other network entities. The above vehicular connec-
tion technologies empower reliable connectivity with other vehicles (V2V) and road-
side infrastructure (V2I). In this sense, connected vehicles have a potential advantage 
in reducing car crash accidents, traffic jams, and carbon footprint, etc. To meet the 
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above requirements, two main radio access standards were developed to facilitate 
direct vehicular communications, i.e., dedicated short-range communication (DSRC) 
[1] and cellular V2X (C-V2X) [2]. The former one was built on IEEE 802.11p, while 
the newcomer was initially introduced by the Third Generation Partnership Project 
(3GPP) in its Release 14 (Rel-14) [3].

Over the last decade, DSRC has been the dominating technology for connecting vehi-
cles. Derived from 802.11 standards, DSRC has similar physical (PHY) and medium 
access control (MAC) protocols, the effectiveness of which has been verified in Wi-Fi. 
Nevertheless, 802.11p suffers from some inherent defects such as a lack of effective qual-
ity of service (QoS) guarantees, unbounded delay control, and poor scalability issue [4]. 
In the urban traffic scenarios with high connection densities, several limitations like 
channel congestion and small communication radius hold it back from large-scale com-
mercial deployments. In addition, it cannot provide consecutive V2I connectivity with-
out pervasive roadside units (RSUs), resulting in poor adaptation in highways or rural 
areas.

Given that DSRC cannot meet the demand for connected vehicles in future, C-V2X, 
a cellular-based V2X technology, has been proposed. C-V2X consists of two extra links 
compared with DSRC, i.e., vehicle-to-pedestrian (V2P) and vehicle-to-network (V2N) 
links. With the help of cellular base stations (BSs), it can achieve broader coverage, 
higher reliability, and lower latency, as well as better QoS guarantees. Besides, it has the 
same evolutionary route as the mobile wireless communication techniques and thus can 
smoothly transit toward next-generation mobile communication. In that sense, safety 
and non-safety applications can be supported well in C-V2X. As aforementioned, 3GPP 
initiated the first standard in the Rel-14 [3], known as 4G Long Term Evolution (LTE) 
C-V2X. This standard was further upgraded to the Release-17 (Rel-17)[5], named 5G 
New Radio (NR) V2X.

NR C-V2X also introduces sidelink radio technology, known as the PC5 interface, into 
vehicle communication. In this way, a pair of user equipment (UE) can be directly con-
nected and are assumed to work in an ad-hoc pattern. Additionally, two modes for radio 
resource management (RRM), i.e., Mode 1 and Mode 2, are designed to support V2V 
direct communications both in coverage and out of coverage of cellular BSs. Specifically, 
in Mode 1 control plane data is exchanged over the Uu interface, and radio resources 
are centrally allocated and scheduled by BSs. While in Mode 2, radio resources are 
autonomously selected and managed by UEs without the BSs’ support. On this basis, NR 
C-V2X has been regarded as the most promising remedy to fulfill the requirements of 
the driving use cases in future.

Different from conventional cellular communications, V2X confronts a more com-
plicated and dynamic radio environment due to mobility and limited available band-
width. Several environmental factors like high propagation loss and mutual interference 
may impact the coverage areas and system performance. In this case, Rel-17 has intro-
duced relay technology in sidelink, as illustrated in Fig.  1. More specifically, sidelink 
relay includes two typical applications, i.e., UE-to-Network (U2N) relay, and UE-to-UE 
(U2U) relay. The UE acts as the relay node that transfers data between remote users and 
infrastructure or two remote users, respectively. The work in [6] suggests that relays 
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can expand communication coverage, mitigate interference, and enhance network 
throughput.

The 5.9 GHz band has been regarded as one of the most challenging spectrums since 
there exists a large number of applications that operate in both co-channel and adjacent 
channel bands, leading to either intra-system or inter-system interference. This band is 
first assigned to intelligent transportation system (ITS), so the DSRC can cause interfer-
ence to C-V2X users operating in almost the same band range. In terms of inter-sys-
tem interference, 3GPP has specially designed channel access technology in unlicensed 
spectrum, LTE Licensed-Assisted Access (LAA) [7], and NR-U [8], for example. Moreo-
ver, Wi-Fi devices that work in an adjacent band may also cause interference because of 
out-of-band emissions (OOBE), especially if such equipment is within a certain range 
of the sidelink transceiver. Interference above particularly plays a non-negligible role in 
sidelink relaying performance. To this end, it is necessary to investigate how significant 
signals of different protocols impact sidelink performance and then design the corre-
sponding mitigating methods, notwithstanding there exist some proactive regulations 
such as listen-before-talk (LBT), maximum channel occupation time (MCOT), etc.

In this paper, through a link-level and system-level simulation study, we evaluate side-
link relaying performance in an urban scenario and provide direct insight into the chal-
lenges of optimizing overall communication performance. Further, we formulate a neural 
network as a unified measurement to classify interference signals of different protocols. 
The classification results indicate how difficult the specific interference is mitigated. In 
general, a signal that has lower classification accuracy suggests it is more challenging to 
be detected and then be suppressed in the mixed signals. The main contributions of this 
paper are summarized below.

• The existing 3GPP standards only consider the transmitting process but not the 
receiving. Here we first design the link-level simulation at the receiver to compare 
block error rate (BLER) performance at different modulation and coding schemes 
(MCSs). Subsequently, we use the physical layer abstraction (PLA) technology to for-
mulate the system-level simulation and investigate the packet reception rate (PRR) 
and throughput in different scenarios.

• To our best knowledge, we are the first to propose a neural network-based signal 
recognition method to detect the interference signal protocol in the 5.9 GHz unli-
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censed band. Almost all the existing works consider automatic modulation classifica-
tion (AMC), which is not applicable in LTE and NR scenarios since the modulation 
schemes are only related to MCSs. In other words, different interference signals can 
have the same modulation schemes while signals of the same protocol usually have 
different modulation schemes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is briefly reviewed in 
Sects. 2, and 3 details the simulation model. In Sect. 4, we introduce the proposed neural 
network. Then the simulation results and discussion are given in Sect. 5, followed by the 
conclusion in Sect. 6.

2  Related work
Over recent years, C-V2X sidelink communication has been largely studied, especially 
in the relaying scenarios. In this section, we provide an overview of the most relevant 
works on link-level simulation, system-level simulation, and signal identification.

To evaluate the performance of sidelink, most researchers implement link simulation 
to test physical layer technologies. In [9], the authors design an LTE V2X link simulator 
to analyze physical layer transmission performance on highways and obtain the perfor-
mance curves of signal-noise ratio (SNR) and BLER at different vehicle speeds. In addi-
tion, Sattiraju et al. [10] investigate the BLER performance using IEEE 802.11p and LTE 
V2X. This work evaluates BLER performance with MCSs in the additive white Gaussian 
noise (AWGN) channel and with different SNRs in 5 kinds of V2V links. Anwar et al. 
[11] further utilize PLA to evaluate the BLER performance of LTE-V2X and NR V2X. 
The result of the PLA simulation is close to that of the real end-to-end link simulation. 
It is noted that the V2V link simulation in LTE V2X of work [9, 10] cannot accurately 
describe the link performance of NR V2X in most scenarios. [11] cannot directly reflect 
the impact of physical layer parameters on the BLER, notwithstanding it reduces simula-
tion time and algorithm complexity.

As for the system-level simulation, the existing work mainly includes two aspects, i.e., 
U2N and U2U. Schellmann et al. [12] propose a corporative retransmission scheme in 
which BSs provide multiple isolated links to the target vehicle through adjacent vehicles. 
This scheme enables several times retransmission in the time budget and significantly 
improves transmission reliability. Further, Elbal et al. [13] use the stochastic geometric 
theory to derive a relay selection policy. It considers the distribution density of con-
nected users and BSs to maximize signal coverage. In [14], Hu et al. use BLER and chan-
nel capacity to evaluate the performance of direct transmission and relay transmission 
in the ultra-reliable low latency communication (URLLC) network. It is noted that the 
above works are all focused on U2N applications. In the U2U scenario, Noor-A-Rahim 
et  al. [15] further propose a relay scheme at the crossroad in urban to evaluate the 
broadcast performance of basic safety messages. The results show that the relay-assisted 
transmission scheme has significant system performance improvement compared to 
the direct transmission scheme. Moreover, Fu et al. [16] investigate the multicast relay 
policy based on sparse code multiple access (SCMA) in the vehicle fleet, indicating that 
the use of a relay transmission scheme can compensate for the path loss and reduce the 
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average outage of the system. Nevertheless, the research in [12–14] derives the analytical 
expression based on a simplified system model, which may not adapt to the real scenes. 
Besides, the simulation in work [15, 16] just considers the path loss, ignoring the small-
scale fading.

All of the above methods, however, are faced with the predicament of multiple inter-
ferences. Gaurang et al. [17] have demonstrated that C-V2X is at risk from Wi-Fi oper-
ations in the adjacent bands and existing mechanisms are also not suitable to coexist 
with Wi-Fi. Besides, Shao-Yu et  al. [18] analytic models for four types of multi-band 
channel access procedures in 3GPP NR-U and LTE LAA to capture both inter-system 
and intra-system interference from coexisting Wi-Fi transmitters and V2X transmit-
ters. Thereby, sidelink users may be susceptible to interference from both co-channel 
and adjacent channels. In terms of interference identification, there has been a large 
amount of research based on neural networks. [19] firstly introduce convolutional neu-
ral networks (CNNs) to signal recognition. The work in [20] further use long short-term 
memory (LSTM) networks to recognition. Then, Zhang et al. [21] combined the advan-
tages of these two networks to extract signal features. The above works are all focused 
on AMC and only a few works research protocol detection. Moreover, [22] have imple-
mented interference identification in ISM band based on CNN. The work in [23] inves-
tigated interference recognition of cellular signals operating at licensed spectrum based 
on CNN. None of the above works have studied interference identification at unlicensed 
spectrum at 5.9 GHz.

Different from the above existing works, in this paper, we evaluate the sidelink relay-
ing transmission scheme in a non-line of sight (NLoS) scenario at a crossroad with the 
consideration  of both large-scale and small-scale fading. Furthermore, we formulate  
an interference identification neural network as a benchmark to analyze the mitigation 
difficulties of different interference on sidelink signals.

3  Methods and system model
In this section, we formulate our system model, in which a two-level simulation method 
is proposed, i.e., link-level and system-level simulation. We initially go to the details of 
the protocol analysis in receive link in the first subsection. Then, we model a sidelink 
communication network where different interferences exist in the vehicle relay scenario. 
Along the way, the main notation used in the paper will also be introduced.

3.1  Link‑level simulation model

In what follows, we emphasize the performance evaluation on the physical layer. To real-
ize flexible deployment in diverse scenarios, C-V2X supports multiple MCSs in both 
frequency range 1 (FR1) and frequency range 2 (FR2), resulting in different subcar-
rier spacing (SCS) and cyclic prefixes (CPs). It is notably necessary to evaluate the link 
performance when NR sidelink utilizes different MCSs, to prepare for the system-level 
simulation.

As explained before, NR sidelink supports some new features such as multicast and 
hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ). To support such features, two sub-chan-
nelization channels are designed in NR sidelink, i.e., physical sidelink shared chan-
nel (PSSCH) and physical sidelink control channel (PSCCH). Similar to the physical 
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channel of basic NR signals, each channel is split into multiple frames in the time 
domain and multiple subchannels in the frequency domain. Each frame consists of 
multiple subframes and then, slots. Figure  2 illustrates single resource blocks (RBs) 
in NR sidelink, which contains 14 OFDM symbols and integrates PSSCH and PSSSH. 
Note that the first symbol is designed for automatic gain control (AGC) as the status 
of transceivers and signal strength in each slot varies dynamically. Meanwhile, the last 
symbol is used to provide a guard period (GP) for transmission and receive status 
switch. Demodulation reference signals (DM-RS) of diverse designs are in comb-link 
distribution and contain channel information. It is worth mentioning that based on 
whether or not contains a physical sidelink feedback channel (PSFCH), there exist 
two kinds of structures in sidelink. To simplify the discussion, we only focus on the 
basic one, as depicted in Fig. 2.

Based on the above considerations and transmit procedure defined in 3GPP stand-
ards [24–26], here we design the link-level simulation model at the receiver. We sup-
pose that every frame that arrived has been perfectly synchronized and demodulated, 
as well as the frequency offset has been perfectly estimated and compensated. In this 
case, the signal is processed sequentially as depicted in Fig. 3. Specifically, the DM-RS 
and PSSCH are firstly extracted through OFDM demodulation and resource unmap-
ping. Then, we use the least squares (LS) and minimum mean square error (MMSE), 
respectively, to implement channel estimation and equalization, according to the 
knowledge obtained from DM-RS. Subsequently, the signal is demodulated based on 
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the maximum posterior log-likelihood ratio (LLR), and then descramble. Eventually, 
the remaining modules implement rate matching, decoding, etc.

3.2  System‑level simulation model

The sidelink transmission is likely to be interrupted due to the densely distributed con-
struction and extremely complicated transportation system in cities. One of the typical 
scenarios in NLoS communication is the crossroads. Without loss of generality, we con-
sider the system-level simulation in a crossroad mode and investigate whether a relay 
node can yield better system performance.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, we assume that the transmitter at vehicle S and receiver at vehi-
cle D are distributed on two crossing roads, respectively. The communication may be 
limited since the buildings among them shadow the line of sight (LoS) path. To address 
this issue, we consider introducing a relay node to expand the communication distance 
and improve reliability without increasing the transmitting power budget. For example, 
a vehicle R at the center of the crossing can be chosen as the relay and thus decompose 
the NLoS communication into two LoS communication processes. Furthermore, in the 
above scenario, there might be interference from either the sidelink signal or any other 

Table 1 Path loss channel models in different transmission types

Transmission types Path loss (dB) SD

LoS PL = 32.4+ 20 log10 (d)+ 20 log10 (fc) σSF = 3

NLoS PL = 36.85+ 30 log10 (d)+ 18.9 log10 (fc) σSF = 4

Transmiter(S)

Receiver(D)

Relay(R)

Interference(I)

LoS
NLoS

Fig. 4 Sketch map of V2X communication at the crossroad
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signal such as NR-U, LTE LAA, Wi-Fi, etc. We assume the interference, if exists, coming 
from a vehicle I existing at the remote. The details of the model for interference detec-
tion and impact assessment will be further discussed in Sect. 4.

In the following discussion, for simplicity, we ignore the vehicle size and street width. 
Each vehicle and street is presented as a point and line, respectively. Besides, we assume 
that vehicle S and vehicle D have the same distance to the center of the crossing, and that 
vehicle I, vehicle R, and vehicle S are approximately on the same line. Under this condi-
tion, four vehicles compose two right triangles, as depicted in Figs. 5 and 6. In this scenario, 
let the signal xX be the vector of symbols transmitted by vehicle X, and HX ,Y  be the fre-
quency channel matrix that the signal goes through. Here we also define PX ,Y  as the signal 
power transmitted by vehicle X and received by vehicle Y, respectively. In this way, we adopt 
the model [27] designed for V2V transmission at 5.9 GHz as the small-scale fading model 
and employ the model defined in [28] as the large-scale fading model, which is defined in 
Table 1.

Fig. 5 Direct transmission system model

Fig. 6 Relay transmission system model
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Firstly, we consider the situation when lack of delay. In terms of direct transmission, 
the mth subcarrier vehicle D receives can be defined as

where n is the noise power with variance N0 . Then, the signal to interference and noise 
power ratio (SINR) can be presented as

where path loss and shadow fades have been taken into consideration.
On the other hand, a relay node can decompose the process into two stages, as 

depicted in Fig. 6. In the first stage, vehicle S transmits signals to vehicle R, which is simi-
lar to the direct transmission mentioned before. Vehicle R, in the second stage, transfer 
the received signal to vehicle S. Please note that all the receiver in the relay transmission 
scheme will be affected by interference.

In the first stage, the mth subcarrier vehicle R receives can be defined as

Similarly, as for the vehicle R, the SINR of the received signal can be defined as

In the second stage, vehicle R transfers the received signal from vehicle S and it is easily 
concluded that the mth subcarrier vehicle D receives can be defined as

Likewise, the SINR of vehicle D is

To simplify the discussion, here we use the PLA technique to provide an application 
interface between link-level and system-level simulation. Specifically, the simulation pro-
cedure is listed in Fig. 7. Initially, the simulation environment is set up according to the 
preset parameters such as channel bandwidth, user MCS, and channel model. We ran-
domly spread users and determine the position of the four vehicles based on the above 
discussion. To guarantee the reliability of the numerical results, each user transfers up to 
one hundred thousand times of data packets at a single position and then moves to the 
next position. Subsequently, every time the user, i.e., vehicle S, transmits data, the wire-
less channel is updated and the receiver at vehicle R or vehicle D will use the large-scale 
fading model to obtain the power of the target signal and interference signal received. In 
this process, the ideal channel matrix that the target signal and interference signal expe-
rience will also be obtained. Thus, we have

(1)yS,D(m) = PS,DHS,D(m)xS(m)+ PI ,DH I ,D(m)xI (m)+ n(m)

(2)γS,D(m) =
PS,D|HS,D(m)|2

PI ,D|H I ,D(m)|2 + N0

(3)yS,R(m) =
√

PS,RHS,R(m)xS(m)+
√

PI ,RH I ,R(m)xI (m)+ n(m).

(4)γS,R(m) =
PS,R|HS,R(m)|2

PI ,R|H I ,R(m)|2 + N0
.

(5)yR,D(m) =
√

PR,DHR,D(m)xR(m)+
√

PI ,DH I ,D(m)xI (m)+ n(m).

(6)γR,D(m) =
PR,D|HR,D(m)|2

PI ,D|H I ,D(m)|2 + N0
.
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where PTX is the signal power at the transmitter and PL presents large-scale fading. Next, 
UE calculates SINR {γi} of each subcarrier according to (2)(4)(6), taking the relative posi-
tion, interference, and fading into consideration. In what follows, PLA mentioned above 
is applied to operate effective SINR mapping (ESM). Since the physical channel has a dif-
ferent impact on different subcarriers in OFDM, it is necessary to map multiple {γi} to a 
single effective SINR γeff and then search for the corresponding packet error rate (PER). 
The SINR mapping function can be expressed as

where �(·) is the mapping function and N is the number of subcarriers. α and β are the 
indexes that control the MCS and channel coding rate. As mentioned in [11], in our 
research, we use the function �(γi;M) based on received bit mutual information (RBIR) 
to map the γeff . We have

(7)PTX
RX = PTX − PL

(8)γeff = α ·�−1
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where U ∼ CN (0, 1) is a complex Gaussian random variable and M is modulation order. 
In practice, [29] provides RBIR mapping numbers for different modulation orders. At 
last, we use the γeff to search for the corresponding PER at the performance curve in 
Fig. 8 and judge whether the transmission is successful.

4  Neural network architecture
As aforementioned, C-V2X operates on the 5.9 GHz band and is susceptible to both co-
channel and adjacent channel interference. Additionally, some of the recent research has 
demonstrated that the wireless communication technology work on the unlicensed band 
is the major cause for the interference because of the OOBE. To this end, it is important 
to investigate to what extent different signals affect the sidelink performance and evalu-
ate the handling difficulty.

Based on the above considerations, a unified criterion is required to evaluate the 
interference impact. Nevertheless, the signal of different protocols may have the same 
modulation schemes and similar structures. So it is significantly difficult to design a 
model-based method to analyze the impact of different interference signals and the diffi-
culty of mitigation. On this basis, data-driven schemes may provide a promising solution 
to this problem. Since the same neural network has the same expression ability for differ-
ent signals, its classification results can provide a benchmark for interference evaluation. 
The interference signal that has lower classification accuracy is likely more difficult to be 
detected and thus mitigated.

Note that the MCSs of the same signal can be dynamic and different modulation 
schemes can be utilized simultaneously in a single sampling time. In this subsec-
tion, we propose a novel neural network to classify the signal based on their protocol, 
rather than modulation. Different from the modulation scheme, the characteristics 
of protocols are easier to be destroyed and extremely difficult to be detected when 
multiple signals coexist. In general, sequence signal processing is synonymous with 
recurrent neural networks (RNNs) like LSTM. CNNs are usually seemed to be effec-
tive at extracting complicated features and patterns from large amounts of data, while 
RNNs are adept at extracting the relationships from time-dependent sequential data. 
However, a famous work [30] has conducted a systematic evaluation of convolutional 
and recurrent architectures for sequence modeling, indicating that a simple CNN can 

(9)
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Fig. 8 Flowchart of PER prediction based on RBIR
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outperform canonical RNN in some specific tasks. This is because CNNs have paral-
lel inference, flexible receptive field size, stable gradients, and low memory require-
ment for training. Chen et al. [31] also compares the performance of RNN and CNN, 
concluding that CNNs are more suitable for interference identification. Actually, the 
majority of the existing work about signal identification is based on CNNs or more 
complicated CNN-LSTM combinations. This is due to the frame structures are simi-
lar in the time domain, making it more important to effectively extract features from 
the complex mixed-signal itself than from the time domain.

It is noted that we only regard the neural network as an evaluation measurement 
in this work and do not concentrate on network optimization or performance com-
parison. For the sake of simplicity, our proposed network is based on CNN. The main 
architecture is illustrated in Fig.  9. Specifically, it is a typical convolutional neural 
network that includes four convolutional layers, each followed by batch normaliza-
tion, ReLU activation function layer, and average pooling. Note that the size of the 
input layer is pre-designed as 128× 300× 2 to be consistent with the dimension of 
the transformed signal in the following. Then, we design the filter size as 3× 3 and the 
filter numbers are set to 8 and 16, respectively, for the first two layers and 32 for the 
last two layers. Besides, the pool size is 2× 2 with 2 strides and the dropout layer has 
a 0.4 drop rate. At last, the output layer uses the dense layer and softmax function to 
output classification results.

To make the signal consistent with the input of the neural network, short-time 
Fourier transform (STFT) has been adopted to transform the signals into a time-
frequency distribution matrix, which contains the features of frequency varying with 
time. This implementation transforms the one-dimension raw signal to two-dimen-
sions inputs and enable the CNN to become sensitive to the time order. The transfor-
mation can be expressed as

(10)Xm(f ) =

Nx
∑

n=0

x(n)g(n−mR)e−j2π fn.

Fig. 9 Framework of the proposed neural network
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Specifically, the received signal x(n) is processed by a sliding window g(n) of length M. 
The Fourier transformation is implemented in each time segment, thereby the two-
dimensional function of time-frequency can be solved by cascading the above transfor-
mation results sequentially. Since the signal degrades significantly at the edge of a sliding 
window, we define an overlap of length L to compensate for such attenuation and the 
slide distance each time is thus M − L . Let the total length is Nx , we have

where k is the time dimension length of STFT. Moreover, a resampling implementation 
is required before being fed into networks, since the input size of CNN is fixed while 
series data of different protocols often have variable sizes. Note that the input of CNN is 
limited to real value. To reserve the amplitude and phase information comprised in the 
complexed value, we further present the signal with two dimensions, thus expanding the 
time-frequency matrix to three dimensions.

5  Simulation results and discussion
In this section, through a comprehensive and systematic simulation study, we investigate 
the potential challenges in V2X sidelink relaying. The results of both link-level and system-
level simulations provide some direct insight into parameter optimization and interference 
mitigation.

5.1  Link‑level simulation

We take a look at the link performance of NR sidelink in this subsection. We use the Sim-
ulink®  in MATLAB® 2021b to construct the simulation link and then analysis the BLER 
performance of PSSCH in the AWGN channel. Simulation parameters are set according to 
the 3GPP TS38.101 [32], some of which are tabulated in Table 2. Moreover, 3GPP TS38.214 
has defined 28 MCSs and without loss of generality, we have 8 MCSs out of them in this 
simulation. Note that when calculating the SNR through IFFT, we should take empty sub-
carriers into consideration. Otherwise, the noise received in practice would be degraded 
since the noise is additive to all symbols while the number of effective subcarriers may not 
identical to that of IFFT points. SNRreal in link simulation can be defined as

(11)k = ⌊
Nx − L

M − L
⌋

Table 2 Parameters of link-level simulation

Paramaters Values

System bandwidth 10 MHz

Subcarriers spacing 15 kHz

Transport block size 190 Bytes

MCS1/MCS3/MCS5/MCS8: QPSK

MCSs MCS11/MCS13: 16QAM

MCS19/MCS25: 64QAM

Numbers of RBs occupied by MCSs 46/30/21/15/13/11/8/6

Number of simulations 100000 transport blocks
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where NIFFT is the number of IFFT points and Nst presents the number of effective 
subcarriers.

Figure  10 illustrates the comparison of different MCSs with BLER versus SNR. It 
indicates that given the same BLER requirement, the corresponding SNR threshold 
increases with the index of MCS increasing. Users generally adopt different MCSs to 
obtain promising transmission rates according to current SNR and radio resources. 
Further, we note that in some cases the radio environment is so poor that SNR is just 
-6 dB and the BLER cannot reach 10−2 even if the receiver works at MCS1. In such 
cases, introducing a relay node may improve communication reliability.

5.2  System‑level simulation

System-level simulation can evaluate communication systems on some indicators like 
transmission distance and throughput with less time and compute requirement com-
pared with end-to-end simulation at the link level. The system-level simulation can 
be roughly divided into two parts. In the first part, we investigate whether and how 
much signals of multiple protocol impact sidelink performance. Then in the second 
part, we evaluate the PRR and user throughput of the system in two situations, i.e., 
with and without interference.

As aforementioned, we proposed a novel neural network to detect different inter-
ference. This method does not demand any prior knowledge since neither demodu-
lation nor decoding is required in the preprocessing. We mainly consider the signal 
operates in the unlicensed band such as NR-U, LTE LAA, Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth and   
generate them. For each kind of signal, we define some specific characteristics such as 
channel bandwidth, MCS, and allocated RBs. The generated signals are summarized 
in Table 3. Specifically, to unify the signal number of different protocols, we generate 

(12)SNRreal = SNR− 10 log10
NIFFT

Nst

MCS1 MCS3 MCS5 MCS8
MCS11 MCS13 MCS19 MCS25

SNR (dB)

BL
ER

-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

100

10-1

10-2

10-3

Fig. 10 BLER performance versus SNR in the AWGN channel
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the signal with each segment lasting 10ms and resample it to 3.84 M samples/s, which 
means each segment contains 38400 sample points. To emulate the actual scene 
where the sidelink signal interfered, we assume that NR-U, LTE LAA, Wi-Fi, and 
Bluetooth are interference signals and mix them with the sidelink signal, respectively. 
For every kind of signal, we generate 1000 segments thus the dataset contains 5000 
mixing signals in total. The training set and test set are divided by 8:2.

Before being fed into the network, the data are preprocessed to transfer 38400 sam-
ple points in each segment to a time-frequency matrix with the size of 128× 300 , 
through the STFT mentioned in Sect. 4. The SGDM is chosen as the optimizer. We 
use a batch size of 128 and train the networks for 25 epochs. The initial learning rate 
is 1.25e−4 and will finally drop to 1.25e−5 . The model is validated on the local server, 
with Intel® Core i7-8700K CPU and MATLAB®.

The output result is depicted in Fig.  11 as confusion matrixes. On the confusion 
matrix plot above, the rows correspond to the predicted class and the columns cor-
respond to the true class. The diagonal cells correspond to observations that are 
correctly classified, while others correspond to incorrectly classified observations. 
Accordingly, the column on the far right of the plot shows the precision and the row 
at the bottom of the plot shows the recall. The cell in the bottom right of the plot pre-
sents the overall accuracy.

From Fig.  11a, we can easily see that Bluetooth is the easiest to be detected, fol-
lowed by Wi-Fi signals. LTE LAA is somewhat identical to sidelink and thus the preci-
sion and recall may be impacted in some cases. It is worth noting that the network has 
the worst performance on NR-U since both the precision and recall are close to 50%, 
which means it nearly cannot detect any of the interference incurred by NR-U. We 
conclude that this is because NR sidelink is designed based on the basic NR signal and 
has the most identical protocol. Compared with Fig. 11a, b shows that the reduction 

Table 3 Parameters of waveform generation

Protocols Parameters Values

Frequency range Unlicensed band in 450MHz-6GHz

Subcarriers spacing 15/30/60 kHz

NR-U Modulation schemes QPSK/16QAM/64QAM/128QAM

Channal bandwidth 5/10/15/20/25/30/40/50 MHz

Duplex mode FDD/TDD

R.1/R.2/R.3/R.4/R.5/R.6/R.7/R.8/R.9/R.10

Reference channels [35] R.11/R.12/R.13/R.14/R.25/R.26/R.27/R.28

R.313A/R.314/R.43/R.44/R.45/R.451/R.48/R.50

LTE LAA R.51/R.6-27RB/R.12-9RB/R.11-45RB

Modulation schemes QPSK/16QAM/64QAM/128QAM

Numbers of RBs occupied 100/75/50/39/27/25/15/6/1

Duplex mode FDD/TDD

Coding schemes BCC/LDPC

Wi-Fi Modulation schemes BPSK/QPSK/16QAM/64QAM/256QAM

Guard interval Short/long

Channal bandwidth 20/40/80/60 MHz

Bluetooth Data rates 125/500/1M/2M bps
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in carrier-to-interference ratio (CIR) leads to relatively high detection performance. 
Since the NR signals significantly impact classification accuracy, we remove them 
from the dataset to evaluate the impact of SNR and CIR. It is not surprising as we 

Table 4 Parameters of system-level simulation

Paramaters Values

Center carrier frequency 5.9 GHz

Subcarriers spacing 15 kHz

MCSs MCS1/MCS5/MCS13/MCS25

Transmission path LoS/NLoS in urban

Total transmitting power ≤ 23 dBm

Interference power 23 dBm

Noise Figure 9 dB

Number of simulations 100000 data packets

sidelink

sidelink with LTE inter

sidelink with NR inter

sidelink with bluetooth inter

sidelink with wifi inter

147
9.8%

8
0.5%

117
7.8%

0
0.0%

2
0.1%

53.6%
46.4%

22
1.5%

261
17.4%

12
0.8%

3
0.2%

7
0.5%

85.6%
14.4%

179
11.9%

4
0.3%

121
8.1%

0
0.0%

3
0.2%

39.4%
60.6%

0
0.0%

1
0.1%

0
0.0%

298
19.9%

0
0.0%

99.7%
0.3%

5
0.3%

9
0.6%

3
0.2%

0
0.0%

298
19.9%

94.6%
5.4%

41.6%
58.4%

92.2%
7.8%

47.8%
52.2%

99.0%
1.0%

96.1%
3.9%

75.0%
25.0%

sidelink

sidelink with LTE inter

sidelink with NR inter

sidelink with bluetooth inter

sidelink with wifi inter

131
8.7%

24
1.6%

123
8.2%

0
0.0%

15
1.0%

44.7%
55.3%

6
0.4%

217
14.5%

5
0.3%

16
1.1%

72
4.8%

68.7%
31.3%

145
9.7%

22
1.5%

125
8.3%

0
0.0%

17
1.1%

40.5%
59.5%

0
0.0%

3
0.2%

0
0.0%

297
19.8%

0
0.0%

99.0%
1.0%

5
0.3%

43
2.9%

4
0.3%

0
0.0%

230
15.3%

81.6%
18.4%

45.6%
54.4%

70.2%
29.8%

48.6%
51.4%

94.9%
5.1%

68.9%
31.1%

66.7%
33.3%

(a) CIR = 0 db, SNR = 10 db (b) CIR = 0 db, SNR = -20 db

Fig. 11 Confusion matrix of the network output with CIR = 0, − 2 dB when SNR = 10 dB

Fig. 12 Classification accuracy at different SNRs
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can see more obviously from Fig. 12 below that the accuracy is increasing with SNR 
increasing and CIR reducing. The reason is that when the strength of the interference 
signal is large, the characteristic difference between multiple signals is obvious, which 
leads to greater detection performance. On the contrary, lower SNR induces the char-
acteristic merged in the noise, leading to poorer classification accuracy.

In summary, the above analysis indicates that different interference has a notably 
different impact on sidelink signal, as Bluetooth and Wi-Fi are easier to be detected 
while NR-U is extremely intractable when mixed with NR sidelink. Furthermore, it 
also suggests that in scenarios with different CIR and SNR, different interference 
mitigation measures may be considered. Please note that the neural network pro-
posed is absolutely not state-of-the-art, but it provides a uniform standard for us to 
evaluate the impact of diverse interference on sidelink signals in different channel 
environments.

As explained above, we have proposed a method to detect the existence of different 
interference. On this basis, in the following, we use the system model defined in Sect. 3 
to compare direct transmission and relaying schemes in both interference scenarios and 
interference-free scenarios. The distance between vehicle S and vehicle D ranged from 
60 to 420 m. In each position, we transmit data packets 100 thousand times. Here, the 
PRR of vehicle D is defined as the main indicator to evaluate the system reliability, that is

where NRx
correct and NTx

total is the number of correct decoding data packets and packets 
transmitted in total, respectively. Throughput can be

where B is the packet size, Ttotal is the total transmission time, and wtotal is the user band-
width. Furthermore, to ensure equality among the two schemes, the total transmission 
power of the relay scheme does not exceed the power of the direct transmission scheme, 
i.e., 23 dBm. The simulation parameters are listed in Table 4.

As illustrated in Fig. 13, three kinds of relay schemes outperform direct transmission 
in all distances, with higher PRR and less power required. Note that when Ptx of the relay 
scheme is -7 dBm, direct transmission at a short distance outperforms the former when 
the distance is lower than 270 m. However, this is due to the higher transmission power 
of direct transmission offsets the attenuation in NLoS. In practice, the relay scheme can 
choose significantly lower power to achieve the given PRR requirement. In Fig. 14, we 
conclude that the relay scheme only outperforms direct transmission at a long distance. 
This is probably because the throughput is influenced by the total transmission time. 
Compared with the direct transmission scheme, the processing time is almost 2 times in 
the relay scheme as the transmit delay exists in the relay node. However, there may be a 
threshold since the throughput of direct transmission degrades dramatically after 260 m, 
while a larger distance makes the throughput less susceptible to relay transmit delay. To 

(13)PRR =
NRx
correct

NTx
total

(14)� =
NRx
correct · B

Ttotal · wtotal
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Fig. 13 PRR performance without interference
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Fig. 14 Throughput performance without interference

Fig. 15 CDF versus effective SNR at different distance without interference
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this end, the relay selection may depend on the communication distance when taking 
throughput into consideration.

From the discussion above we have seen that it is necessary to determine when to 
start using relays. To address this issue, we introduce the cumulative distribution 
function (CDF) to describe the distribution of SINR γeff  . Figure 15 illustrates the situ-
ation when Ptx = −2 dBm. We can easily find that given a CDF requirement of spe-
cific SINR γeff  , there exists a threshold in distance, which is the last opportunity to 
start a relay transmission.

In the scenario where interference cannot be ignored, we assume that the distance 
between vehicle I and vehicle D is constantly 500  m and the normalized power of 
interference is 23 dBm. In Fig. 16, we see that interference has less impact on direct 
transmission as PRR is just 0.0126 lower than that without interference with a dis-
tance of 380 m. That is because interference also experiences NLoS channel hence the 
power is largely attenuated. Figure 16 below also illustrates that the relay scheme out-
performs the direct transmission scheme in most of the scenarios. But in some cases, 
Ptx = 15 dBm and 18 dBm, for example, direct transmission has better performance, 
especially at a small distance. This is due to the interference signal experiencing LoS 
channel to vehicle R at stage one, reducing the receiving SNR of it. To this end, we 
suggest slightly increasing the transmit power of vehicle S to improve PRR. Similarly, 
Fig.  17 also indicates that interference has less impact on direct transmission while 
has a greater influence on the relay transmission scheme at a small distance. Thus, we 
tend to select the direct transmission scheme when at a small distance to obtain con-
siderable throughput.

To conclude, it is intractable to mitigate some specific interference signals mixed 
in the NR sidelink signals. Our simulation results have also shown that the sidelink 
relay transmission is, in some sense, a complicated scenario. It is challenging for a 
connected vehicle to decide whether to implement direct transmission or relay trans-
mission. Another consideration is how to select the optimal relaying vehicle and then 
negotiate with it to act as a relay node. Moreover, how to properly allocate powers 
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Direct transmission(with interference) TxPower=23dBm
Direct transmission(without interference)TxPower=23dBm

Fig. 16 PRR performance with interference
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to satisfy the selected transmission scheme while minimizing interference to others 
is also challenging. In this sense, the deep reinforcement learning (DRL) may pro-
vide a promising method to optimize the resource scheduling strategy. For example, a 
incentive-driven DRL method can be used to implement relay selection [33]. Further, 
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) with reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) tech-
nology can also act as relay nodes in future to maximize the system capacity while 
reduce the power consumption [34].

6  Conclusion
In this paper, we have implemented link-level and system-level simulations to investi-
gate parameter optimization and performance evaluation in the C-V2X sidelink relaying 
scenario. Furthermore, we propose a novel neural network to classify multiple interfer-
ence signals by protocol detection. The simulation results provide direct insight into the 
system performance in relaying scenarios and reveal some challenges. For example, how 
to identify the interference incurred by NR-U and then mitigate it. Further, transmission 
scheme selection, relay selection and resource allocation are also challenges when there 
exist multiple relays and UEs. This may could be extended  in future research.
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